
Our challenge is to ensure that the CEJN brand of the future is even more strongly associated with 

what we are known for today – a quick connect specialist offering global customers a wide range of 

quality products and high-tech solutions that ensure both reliability and safety. 

ONE FACE TO SHOW THE WORLD 
This manual contains guidelines for our graphic profile and communications that form the basis of 

the CEJN Corporate Identity. It identifies how the CEJN logo may be used, what colors and fonts are 

required, how our internal and external marketing materials should look, how our trade fair booths 

should appear, etc. 

With a common profile and common approach to communications, the CEJN brand has one face 

to show the world. This makes it easy for people to recognize us, understand our message, and 

differentiate us from the rest of the marketplace. A consistent and professional message establishes 

CEJN as a trusted partner. 

RESPONSIBILITY
All divisions within CEJN must follow the guidelines of the CEJN Corporate Identity. The Market-

ing Communications Department has the overall responsibility for its implementation and providing 

support to all marketing and sales personnel. Each manager is responsible for helping CEJN build the 

brand based on the established guidelines. 

A common identity has tremendous power. Let’s take advantage of it.

The CEJN Brand
The future of CEJN is dependent on our ability to strengthen CEJN’s position as 
a global brand. In order to succeed, we need to establish and maintain a strong 
and common corporate identity. Our identity is formed by the way we interact 
and communicate with the world around us – and with one another. Every 
conversation, every product, every service, and every ad or mailing builds the 
CEJN brand. Therefore, it is critical that each one of us understands our role and 
how much we contribute when things are done correctly.
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The CEJN Logo 
Our logo identifies our company and is an invaluable symbol in the marketplace. It is a 
visual sign that provides the CEJN Group and our products with a memorable, distinctive 
image. When used in its proper context, a logo draws attention. Therefore, it is vital that 
our logo is used with respect and dignity whenever and wherever it appears.

pantone c   m   y  k r   g  b   hexadecimal

281   100  72  0  38  0 38 100 #002664

LOGO ELEMENTS
• CEJN name in white 

• Registered ® mark

• Blue background plate

• White frame around blue plate

Logo Width in the Most Common Standard Formats

Format Trim Size Logotype Width 

A3 297 × 420 mm 35 mm

A4 210 × 297 mm 30 mm

A5 148 × 210 mm 25 mm

A6 105 × 148 mm 20 mm

50 × 70 500 × 700 mm 60 mm

70 × 100 700 × 1 000 mm 85 mm

US Letter 8 ½ × 11 in (216 × 279 mm) 30 mm (1.2 in)

US Letter ½-page 5.5 × 8.5 in (140 × 216 mm) 25 mm (1 in)

US Letter ¼-page 4.25 × 5.5 in (108 × 140 mm) 20 mm (0.8 in)

Banners on the web Different sizes 60 px

SIZE ADJUSTMENT
The CEJN logo may never appear on printed 

 materials in a format smaller than 15 mm in 

width. The table below contains logo size 

guidelines for common formats. Since the logo 

must always be scaled to proportion, adjusting 

its proportions is not permitted. Make sure the ® 

is readable. If it is too small, it can easily become 

unclear and, in some cases, even appear as a 

white dot. For CEJN logo with tagline, use the 

same measuring, do not include the tagline in 

your measurements.   

CEJN LOGO WITH TAGLINE
It was a strategic step for CEJN to complement the CEJN logo with 

tagline, it gives more information about who we are and our offer. 

Ultimately, we want the receiver to associate CEJN with the tagline - The 

quick connect solution provider. Always use the logotype with tagline 

incorporated to make sure you get the right size and proportion. Do not 

do create your own. The tagline is available in both black and white text. 

The tagline is only available in English.

Use logo with tagline to the right of the logo first, if the space to the 

right is limited use the one with tagline below logo. Consult with the 

Marcom team if you are unsure which one to use.
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FREE ZONE
In order to be clearly visible, the CEJN logo, with or without tagline, must 

have enough space surrounding it and be adjusted according to the relevant 

format. The free zone is the area around the logo, which must be free of text 

and graphics. However, it is appropriate to place the logo on a color plate or 

in an image, but the image must not be too "busy." 

Regardless of the size of the logo, and to ensure that the free zone's 

dimensions are properly scaled, a part of the logo should be used which 

corresponds to these dimensions. The free zone for the CEJN logo is the 

height of the letter N.

PLACEMENT
The CEJN logo must always be placed in the upper-left corner on printed 

materials, advertisements, or digital materials. The logo may not be placed 

closer to the edge of the paper than what the free zone area allows. However, 

the logo can be placed further apart. 

Note that the logo has a white line around the blue plate, always use the 

white line. Do not adjust the logotype and remove white line. Certain circum-

stances may apply, e.g. product marking, contact marcom@cejn.com if you 

believe these circumstances apply.

VERSIONS OF THE LOGO
The black and white logo is to be used only for non-color printing.

When printing on textiles, plastic, etc. the logo must always be printed in two 

colors: white + PMS 281 (CEJN_logo_pms.eps). The only exception is when 

the background is pure white or a blue tone consistent with PMS 281. In this 

case, single-color printing may be applied. Special versions of the logo are 

available for use in these situations (contact marcom@cejn.com).

Never centralize the logo or place two logo types at the same place.The logos must always be placed in  
the upper left corner.

This is the correct 
logotype.

The black and white logo is to be 
used only for non-color printing. Do not stretch or change colors of the logo.

CORRECT AND INCORRECT LOGO USAGE 
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LOGO AND WEB ADDRESS
The logo usually appears with a page footer plate in our profile shade  

of blue (see 1.5.2 Graphic design > Graphic elements > The blue 

footer). When the footer plate is used along with the logo, the Web 

address is added in white on the right side of the footer plate. 

It is important to take into account the size ratio between the logo and 

the Web address and to ensure that they correspond with one another. 

As a rule, the Web address and logo should always have the same 

width. The exception to this rule is on packaging, where a larger Web 

address is often required (double the width of the logo). 

As is shown in the sketches below, the Web address should be  

placed vertically in the middle of the footer plate. The horizontal  

distance between the edge of the page should match the width of  

the letters: com.

Size ratio – logo and Web address: printed materials Size ratio – logo and Web address: packaging

Placement of Web address
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CEJN-logo-cmyk-CEJN
CEJN-logo-pms-281-CEJN

CEJN-logo-CMYK-Tagline+logo-Black-Altered-CEJN
CEJN-logo-pms-281-Tagline+logo-Black-Altered-CEJN

CEJN-logo-CMYK-Tagline+logo-Black-Original-CEJN
CEJN-logo-PMS-281-Tagline+logo-Black-Original-CEJN

CEJN logo in color

The black and white logo

Logo File Formats for Different Applications

Area of Application File format

Marketing material EPS

Office material JPG

Digital material PNG

Special materials Contact marcom@cejn.com

DETERMINING WHAT FILE FORMAT TO USE
The CEJN logo, with or without tagline, is available in different file 

formats, suiting different applications. Please verify that the chosen 

format corresponds to the application.

EPS Format

CEJN logo is in EPS which is a vectorized format, meaning the logo can 

be scaled up or down in size without compromising quality. The logo 

therefore retains the same quality whether it is used on a small busi-

ness card or on a large sign. The EPS format must always be used when 

producing printed materials with the logo.

JPG Format

JPG is a pixel-based format that changes in quality when the logo is 

reduced or enlarged. The JPG format is used for screen e.g. web or in 

digital presentations. It also works on letter templates, faxes, and other 

printed office materials.

PNG Format

Just like JPG, PNG is a pixel-based format. The difference is that PNG can 

handle transparency. It is primarily used on the web.

Different Color Formats

In addition to being available in various file formats, the CEJN logo is 

available in various color formats as well. See 1.4.1 Graphic Design > 

Colors to learn about the color formats and their uses. Always use the 

CEJN logo in color whenever possible. The black and white logo is to 

be used only for non-color printing.

DOWNLOAD
Download the logo at:  

https://fotoweb.cejn.com or www.cejn.com/profile

CEJN-logo-bw-CEJN

CEJN-logo-BW-Tagline+logo-Altered-CEJN

CEJN-logo-BW-Tagline+logo-Original-CEJN
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The CEJN Typography
Typography is one of the most important components of our graphic profile.  
Consistent typography creates recognition and identity and generates a common 
thread throughout all CEJN materials. 

CEJN´S PROFILE FONT
CEJN’s profile font, Frutiger, was chosen with appearance, expres-

siveness, legibility, and applicability in mind. It is used for all kinds of 

marketing materials and presentations. 

Frutiger is an open-type font format that works on both Mac and PC 

operating systems. It is used for all kinds of texts, including headings, 

body text, tables, fact boxes, and captions. 

Frutiger is available in a number of different variations; however only 

six are used for CEJN materials: Light, Light Italic, Light Condensed, 

Bold, Bold Italic, and Bold Condensed. Bold is used only for headings 

and subheadings. Light variations are used only in running text. See 

on the next page 1.3.2 Graphic Design > Text Arrangement for more 

guidelines. 

In order to keep our graphic profile attractive, clean and consistent, do 

not use any other font (office font exceptions are identified below).

OFFICE FONT
Arial font is used for office materials, as well as for the Website and 

digital presentations. Arial should only be used in the variations:  

Regular, Italic, and Bold.

SPECIAL CHARACTER SETS
Certain languages require special character sets. Profile fonts for these 

languages appear below.

Frutiger – 47 Light Condensed

Frutiger – 65 Bold

Frutiger – 66 Bold Italic

Frutiger – 67 Bold Condensed

Frutiger – 45 Light

Frutiger – 46 Light Italic

Arial – Regular

Arial – Bold

Arial – Italic

Fonts for Special Character Sets

Character Set Profile Font

Cyrillic and Greek Frutiger Next W1G

Chinese Simplified Monotype Hei

Japanese TB Gothic

Korean HY Gothic

DEFINITIONS

Font  A specific style of type within a type family. 

Points  Unit of measure for font size and line spacing.  

10/14  Font size and line spacing given in points. 

Kerning  An percentage increase in the spacing between letters; sometimes needed for capitalized  

 headlines or a bolded font. 
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TEXT ARRANGEMENT
When typesetting text, legibility should be the top priority. In order to 

ensure that texts are easy to read, the following five factors should be 

taken into account: 

1. Font

Frutiger, CEJN's profile font, was chosen because of its legibility. Fru-

tiger is easy to read. With the exception of approved office fonts, no 

fonts other than Frutiger may be used. 

2. Font size (degree)

Font size is measured in points. Be sure to adapt the font size to the 

purpose at hand. For example, various types of headings need to have 

a distinct size difference to help readers quickly comprehend the order 

of the headings and find what they are looking for in the material. Font 

size for body text is affected by line spacing. Increasing the font size of 

a text does not always make it easier to read. Refer to the next page for 

font size/line spacing guidelines.  

3. Row length (measure)

The length of the rows in a text also has an impact on legibility; rows 

that are too long or too short can be difficult to read. The ideal row 

length is no more than 55–65 characters, including spaces. Row length 

is in turn affected by font size. The larger the font, the longer the row.  

These limits may be stretched somewhat; however, rows of 75–80 

characters or more must be avoided. 

4. Line spacing (body size)

The distance between lines is also measured in points. Line spacing 

must be adjusted for the font's appearance and size and row length.

When increasing or decreasing font size, line spacing must also be 

increased or decreased accordingly. 

5. Alignment

CEJN texts are always aligned to the left. Texts must never be centered, 

right-aligned, or margin-justified. 

Line  
spacing

The length of rows in a text also has an impact  

on legibility; rows that are too long or too short 

can be difficult to read. The ideal row length is  

no more than 55–65 characters, including 

spaces. Row length is in turn affected by font 

size. The larger the font, the longer the row. 

These limits may be stretched somewhat; 

how ever, rows of 75–80 characters or more 

must be avoided.

a aa

GUIDELINES FOR CEJN BODY TEXT: 

Frutiger Light Font size × 1.5 = Line spacing

  E.g. 10 point font × 1.5 = 15 point line spacing
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CEJN modular
Air Distribution System
– Top performance, built-in flexibility and safe operations

80

+-

11

Plan your purchase

The CEJN Multi-Link System makes it easy to add more outlets in an orderly and compact 
fashion. For use in applications with multiple outlets, the modular air manifold system provides 
a neatly arranged system without the need for elbows, tees and unions that can result in 
jumbled piping configurations. The system is ideal for both compressed air supply points in 
new setups and to clean up existing cluttered areas.

CEJN high-quality hose and cable reels contain an ample length of CEJN polyurethane 
hose or PVC cable that is neatly wound into place. CEJN hose reels are easy to maneuver. 
The smooth outer layer of the hose ensures flawless feeding action without tangles. A sturdy 
exterior housing protects the hose and reel mechanism from dirt and other debris that could 
alter or damage their function. 

The CEJN Filtration, Regulation, and Lubrication (FRL) range offers quality products 
for ensuring reliable, compressed air performance. The range includes filters, regulators, 
filter/regulators, lubricators and accessories. CEJN FRL products are offered in 1/8-inch 
through 1-inch thread connection sizes. They are easy to assemble and maintain and can 
be top- or side-mounted.

The CEJN hose family offers several styles of polyurethane (PUR) hose, including straight 
braided, straight non-braided, and spiral non-braided, for specific application requirements. 
CEJN PUR hose styles are lightweight and extremely flexible and have excellent recoil ability, 
making them a perfect match for virtually all applications.

CEJN Adapters include a wide range of hose connectors for maximum flexibility in a variety of  
applications; male-to-male adapters; bushings; plugs; cross, T-, L-, and Y-pieces; and ball valves.

Tips and ideas for top performance 
•  Make sure to choose a plus size hose and coupling series to reduce pressure drop
•  Avoid sharp bends and tees 
•  Make sure to select flow efficient hose connections such as CEJN Stream-Line 

Tips and ideas for increased flexibility
•   A smaller dimension of hose makes it easier to handle
•   Fully automatic safety couplings makes changing tools a simple procedure, where no extra force is  

needed to disconnect the tool as the pressure is released prior to the tool itself
 
Tips and ideas for a safe and ergonomic working environment
•  Make sure to choose safety couplings when downstream compressed air needs to be vented, especially when 

long hoses are used. This helps preventing whip-accidents as well as keeping the noise level down. Conforms 
to safety standards ISO 4414 and EN 983

•  CEJN safety products such as the Star-tip blowgun dampen noise to reduce risk of hearing damage and diverts 
the pressure when dead-ended

For more technical information about the 
products and an overview of the complete 
product range go to www.cejn.com

YOUR MODULAR AIR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Combine our quality products to a flexible, high performing and safe air distribution system adjusted to your exacting demands.

Practical installation tips

•  Before clamping the hose firmly in place, pressurize the 
system to allow the hose to expand, otherwise it will curl. 

•  CEJN Straight Braided PUR Hoses are marked each meter 
to make measuring and cutting easier. 

•  If more than three outlets are needed in one spot, just use 
a male/male adapter to join two or more Multi-Link units.

All units with female G 1/2” threads 
for air connections

2 outlets with Series 320 Safety couplings  
part no: 19 902 9932 pcs

3 outlets with Series 320 Safety couplings 
part no: 19 902 9933 pcs

2 outlets with Series 320 Standard couplings 
part no: 19 902 9912 pcs

3 outlets with Series 320 Standard couplings 
part no: 19 902 9913 pcs

ADAPTER

Hose and thread adapters

Hose 11x16 mm – Male thread R1/2"  
part no: 19 958 1615 pcs

Hose 13x18 mm – Male thread R1/2" 
part no: 19 958 1815 pcs

Male thread R 1/2" – Male thread R1/2" 
part no: 19 958 1235 pcs

Y-piece with female G1/2" threads 
part no: 19 958 5902 pcs

STRAIGHT BRAIDED HOSE

Sold per roll

Dimension 11x16 mm, 100 m per roll  
part no: 19 958 1600 rolls

Dimension 11x16 mm, 50 m per roll 
part no: 19 958 1638 rolls

Dimension 13x18 mm, 50 m per roll 
part no: 19 958 1801 rolls

FRL

Model 112 with female G1/2” threads  
for air connection

Filter/regulator, 25 µm + Lubricator  
part no: 19 903 5605 pcs

Filter/regulator, 25 µm 
part no: 19 903 5405 pcs

Regulator 
part no: 19 903 5205 pcs

Mounting brackets 
part no: 19 903 5510 pcs

HOSE REEL

Feeder hose included

Hose dimension 8x12 mm, length 10 m  
part no: 19 911 1000 pcs

Hose dimension 9.5x13.5 mm, length 14 m 
part no: 19 911 5120 pcs

Your purchase
Qty Part no.

MULTI-LINK

CEJN Typographic Guidelines

Font Font Size/Line Spacing Other

Title Frutiger – 67 Bold Condenced 32 / 36

Main heading Frutiger – 67 Bold Condenced 25 / 29

Sub-title Frutiger – 46 Light Italic 16 / 22

Introduction Frutiger – 46 Light Italic 11 / 15 Distance after: 3 mm

Middle heading Frutiger – 65 Bold – ALL CAPS 10 / 12 Kerning: 10%, Distance before: 3 mm

Sub-heading Frutiger – 65 Bold 8,5 / 11,5

Body text Frutiger – 45 Light 8,5 / 12,75 Distance after: 3 mm

Captions Frutiger – 65 Bold 6 / 8

Table text Frutiger – 65 Bold Condenced

Frutiger – 47 Light Condenced

8 / 10

8 / 10

Main heading
Title

Sub-title

Introduction

MIDDLE HEADING

Captions

Body text

Sub-heading

Table text: Table text 
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EXAMPLES OF CORRECT AND INCORRECT TYPESETTING
This graphic manual is in accordance to CEJN typographical guidelines 

and illustrates how CEJN texts should appear. Below are several addi-

tional examples of correct, as well as incorrect, typesetting.

CEJN   Cejn
CEJN must always appear in uppercase, even in running text. 

Never use any fonts except Frutiger and Arial (see 1.3.1 Graphical Design > Fonts for Special Character Sets). 

Hydraulic Range 
Hydraulic Range

Hydraulic Range

Adjust the font, row length and line spacing to ensure that the text is easy to read.

Ad eum vulputat. Ex eum vercilla conullu ptatumsandre dunt lutpat 
adionul landre dolor sis am iriustrud tem nummodiat nos dunt dolessit ea 
feum do dolorem dolore ming euguero odio euisissis numsan ut ute ver 
irit lore tem dip eliquatet, conulla feuguer suscipit iliqui eum atum vercip 
ea aut volorem in vel do dolorpero odignim el utpatum sandit, corpero 
consed min vel ex el ero odit verillum et, cortie magna conum am aliquis 
siscili quissit atum.

Ad eum vulputat. Ex eum vercilla conullu ptatumsandre dunt lutpat adionul landre dolor sis am iriustrud tem 
nummodiat nos dunt dolessit ea feum do dolorem dolore ming euguero odio euisissis numsan ut ute ver 
irit lore tem dip eliquatet, conulla feuguer suscipit iliqui eum atum vercip ea aut volorem in vel do dolorpero 
odignim el utpatum sandit, corpero consed min vel ex el ero odit verillum et, cortie magna conum am aliquis 
siscili quissit atum in ullan hent 

Hydraulic Range
Hydraulic Range
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VARIOUS COLOR FORMATS
Colors are defined in different ways, depending on the medium in 

which they appear. It is important to select the right color for the right 

situation. This applies to the logo, as well as to other illustrations, 

images, and text. The table below indicates the proper color format for 

each area of application. 

CEJN BLUE
The shade of blue found in the logo is also the CEJN profile color. In 

order to strengthen the CEJN brand and ensure a common thread runs 

through all marketing materials, this blue is used on page footers and 

color plates.

CEJN Blue
PMS: Pantone 281 C

CMYK: 100 / 72 / 0 / 38

RGB: 0 / 38 / 100

HTML: #002664

NCS: S 5540-R70B

RAL: 5022

50 %  CMYK: 50/ 36 / 0 / 19 RGB: 129 / 138 / 179 HTML: #818ab3

25 % CMYK: 25 / 18 / 0 / 9 RGB: 191 / 194 / 222 HTML: #bfc2de

10 % CMYK: 10 / 7 / 0 / 4 RGB: 229 / 230 / 243 HTML: #e4e6f2

Color Format and Areas of Application 

Format Description Area of Application

PMS – Spot color PMS = Pantone Matching System. 
The pantone scale is made up of indexed colors that are 
used when an exact color replication is required.

In offset printing for one- or two-color 
printing or when an exact replica of a 
color is required, such as on packaging.  

CMYK – Process color CMYK = Cyan, Magenta, Yellow and Black (Key color).
Four-color plates blend together to create the entire 
color spectrum. 

Used for all four-color printing, such as 
brochures, flyers, and advertisements. 

RGB – Screen color RGB = Red, Green and Blue. 
An additive color combination used for screen purpose 
only.  

Used primarily for screen displays, e.g. 
on the web or in digital presentations. 

Hexadecimal  
– Web color

Hexadecimal colors (HTML) appear on the Web:  
– Web color a representation of RGB colors in HTML 
code.

Used only on the web.

CEJN Colors
CEJN uses one main color, which appears in the CEJN logo, and various comple-
mentary colors that identify specific product ranges. Together, these colors make up 
CEJN’s profile colors.
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Pneumatics

Ultra High-Pressure 
Hydraulics

Breathing Air

Pneumatics
PMS: 277 C 

CMYK: 38 / 9 / 0 / 0 

RGB: 170 / 202 / 230 

HTML: #aacae6

 50 %  CMYK: 19 / 5 / 0 / 0 

 25 %  CMYK: 10 / 3 / 0 / 0

 50 %  CMYK: 0 / 6 / 29 / 0 

 25 %  CMYK: 0 / 3 / 15 / 0

Breathing Air
PMS: 1215 C

CMYK: 0 / 11 / 57 / 0 

RGB: 250 / 221 / 128

HTML: #fadd80

COMPLEMENTARY COLORS
Each CEJN product range is identified by a specific color that is used to 

color-code product catalogues and tables.   

 50 %  CMYK: 24 / 0 / 19 / 12 

 25 %  CMYK: 12 / 0 / 10 / 6

Fluids
PMS: 556 C

CMYK: 47 / 0 / 38 / 23 

RGB: 112 / 164 / 137

HTML: #70a489

 50 %  CMYK: 0 / 24 / 37 / 0 

 25 % CMYK: 0 / 12 / 19 / 0

Hydraulics
PMS: 157 C

CMYK: 0 / 47 / 74 / 0 

RGB: 233 / 153 / 74

HTML: #e9994a

Ultra High-Pressure 
Hydraulics
PMS: 186 C

CMYK: 0 / 100 / 86 / 8 

RGB: 198 / 12 / 48

HTML: #c60c30

 50 %  CMYK: 0 / 50 / 43 / 4 

 25 % CMYK: 0 / 25 / 22 / 2

Multi & Auto
PMS: 584 C

CMYK: 16 / 0 / 79 / 5

RGB: 206 / 214 / 75

HTML: #ced64b

 50 %  CMYK: 8 / 0 / 40 / 3 

 25 % CMYK: 4 / 0 / 20 / 2 

Multi & Auto

Fluids

Thermal Control

Thermal Control
PMS: 549 C

CMYK: 55 / 3 / 9 / 29 

RGB: 94 / 156 / 174

HTML: #5e9cae

 50 %  CMYK: 28 / 2 / 5 / 15 

 25 % CMYK: 14 / 1 / 3 / 8

Hydraulics

Gas

 50 %  CMYK: 18 / 18 / 0 / 7 

 25 %  CMYK: 9 / 9 / 0 / 3

Gas
PMS: 666 C

CMYK: 37 / 36 / 0 / 14

RGB: 160 / 146 / 180

HTML: #a092b4
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www.cejn.com/esafe

CEJN AB in Sweden is certified by the 
third party Det Norske Veritas accord-
ing to the international standards for 
Quality Management System ISO 9001 
and Environment Management System 
ISO 14001.
This means that our Operations are 
Quality and Environmental Controlled 
and Secured.

cejn is isO 9000 and 
isO14001 certified 
 

CEJN pNEuMATiCS  -  MADE IN SWEDENCEJN pNEuMATiCS  - MADE IN SWEDEN

• Highest flow on the market
• Compact design
• Extreme durability
• Vented safety function
• Easy handling

Top 5 features

cOmpact design
CEJN couplings are known for their 
compact design. eSafe is no exception, 
it is the first safety coupling with 
dimensions like a standard coupling.

safety functiOn
eSafe vents the down streaming pressure 
before disconnection, reducing the noise level 
and eliminating the risk of operator injury 
caused by hose-whip.

cOnnectiOn pOssibilties
We know our products are used in a wide range of 
applications. That is why our eSafe coupling is avail-
able with a wide range of connection possibilities to 
fit each and every customer need.

HigH flOw 
When designing eSafe we made no 
compromises in performance. We are 
proud of the fact that eSafe has the 
highest flow on the coupling market.

easy Handling
eSafe is an ergonomic and one hand push to 
connect and disconnect coupling. 
Other safety couplings usally have several 
steps. With eSafe, just pull the sleeve and 
the coupling will automatically vent before 
disconnecting.

extreme durability
eSafe is designed to withstand tough handling 
in rough work environments in order to have a 
long service life. Tests has proven that eSafe is 
extremely durable against impacts, vibrations 
and swiveling.

Made in 

Sweden
sweden is HOme to a number of old and well respected high quality industrial companies, still today in front of 
development producing state-of-the-art products. CEJN fits that category. We have close to 60 years of experience in the 
field as well as innovative thinking. Our customers benefit from our unbeatable combination of local presence and global 
resources. CEJN’s desginers are on the frontier of quick connect technology and are constantly working on new products 
and innovative solutions. We thrive on taking solutions to the next level in close cooperation with our customers and their 
specific requirements and needs. Together, we constantly renew and redefine the boundaries of what is possible.

The top of the line features offered in our eSafe range require real craftsmanship and is the only coupling that allows you 
to get maximum capacity out of your tool. The job is done quicker using less energy and the result is higher productivity, 
cheaper energy bills and lower environmental impact. Can you afford not to change?

In cooperation with you

CEJN Graphic Elements
A graphic element is a form element used to strengthen the CEJN brand graphically. 
It should do more than just complement text and images. A graphic element needs 
to create recognition and identity and strengthen the CEJN message.

WIREFRAMES
CEJN is a modern, high-tech company – characteristics that need to  

be conveyed in every way possible. Using wireframes as a graphic  

element is an effective way to convey CEJN’s modern, high-tech  

image. Each product range has its own wireframe, as well as an  

additional wireframe style for use in more comprehensive context.  

Wireframes come in two varieties: gray and white. Preferably, the light 

gray wireframe is used against white backgrounds, and the white style 

is used against dark backgrounds. 

Wireframes may not be used to fill empty spaces. They must have a 

function wherever they appear. 

CEJN IMAGE BANK
All graphic elements are available in the CEJN image bank. http://fotoweb.cejn.com

Blue footer in Folder

Blue footer and Wireframe in Ad

THE BLUE FOOTER
Another CEJN graphic element is the footer in the profile shade of 

blue. It is always located at the bottom of most printed materials and 

may contain pagination (page numbers) in brochures. When the footer 

appears with the logo, such as on the front page of a catalogue, the 

CEJN Web address always appears on the right side of the footer.  

The blue footer is always placed at a distance to the adjacent color 

plate or image. The total height of the footer should be 12 mm from 

the edge of the page in A4 format / U.S. letter, and the white distance 

should be 1 mm.

Hight of the Blue Footer in the 
Most Common Standard Formats

Format Hight of footer 

A3 14 mm from edge

A4 12 mm from edge

A5 10 mm from edge

A6 8 mm from edge

50 × 70 15 mm from edge

70 × 100 30 mm from edge

US Letter 12 mm from edge

US Letter ½-page 10 mm from edge

US Letter ¼-page 8 mm from edge
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HIGH QUALITY ALL THE WAY
In order to guarantee high quality images, CEJN works with 

professional photographers and illustrators and uses high-resolution 

image files. CEJN also works closely with professional reprographics 

to determine proper color values. In order to maintain high quality 

images throughout the entire process, all service providers involved in 

a project work with the same ICC profiles.

Images and Imagery
When various types of images are used to strengthen the CEJN message, it is crucial 
that these images reflect the same high quality as the CEJN brand. 

Choosing photographs or illustrations depends on the purpose of the images. For 
example, illustrations are used to show functions and processes that may otherwise be 
difficult to describe. Sometimes we also have to deal with practical aspects like access 
to a new product. The high-quality 3D technique gives us the opportunity to use the 
most suitable production technique.

All imagery needs to meet the following criteria.
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Application Images

Application images show CEJN products in their working environment. 

They are used in product catalogues, product presentations, etc. 

Milieu (Environment) Images

Milieu images show typical applications for CEJN products without 

displaying the actual products themselves. These images are used in 

product catalogues, product presentations, etc. 

Product Images

CEJN product images should be close representations of actual prod-

ucts. The goal is to show how a product really looks in terms of color 

and details. Product images are always posted against a white back-

ground. They are used in many contexts, including product catalogues.
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Profile images

Profile images add value to various productions. These images should 

convey feelings of participation, curiosity, or enthusiasm.  

Artistic images

Artistic images show products or product ranges in an aesthetic way 

by conveying CEJN’s quality and modern, high-tech image. They are 

used effectively on CEJN packaging. 
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Item Illustrations

Illustrations of CEJN products and accessories are used primarily in 

article tables to provide a visual reference to a specific article. 

Exploded Views

Exploded views are used to show a product's construction and to  

illustrate its advantages.  

Split Views

Split views show a cross-section of a product. They are useful in  

explaining the internal workings of the product or its functions.

Instructional Images

Instructional images are used to show how to assemble or mount 

products. 

Line Art

Line art is used to illustrate how to use and maintain CEJN products. 

Because of its visual clarity, line art is the preferred image type for 

instruction manuals.
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CHOOSING IMAGES
Printed materials and advertisements draw readers’ attention, 

especially images that are included to express a feeling or even a direct 

message. CEJN images need to be selected carefully in order for them 

to be informative or create a feeling about a product or service.   

CEJN product brochures, catalogues, and advertisements often 

feature a photo collage. In order to create interest, make sure collages 

include a variety of photo styles, such as using detail shots with 

overview images or application photos with profile photos. Choosing 

images from a number of categories in the CEJN image bank will 

create exciting variety.

CEJN IMAGE BANK
Hundreds of images are available in the CEJN image bank. 

http://fotoweb.cejn.com

If you have trouble finding what you are looking for, try below  

key words.

If you can't find what you're looking for, contact marcom@cejn.com

Key Words for Images

Category

Product area

product, application, environment, artistic, profile, item, 
exploded, split, instruction

Pneumatics, Breathing Air, Thermal Control Gas, Fluids, 
Hydraulics, Ultra High-Pressure Hydraulic, Multi & auto
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General Layout 
All CEJN marketing material features attractive, consistent layouts that promote our 
message and give the CEJN brand one face to the world. In order for CEJN materi-
als to have a consistent look, it is important to follow CEJN layout guidelines, as 
well as guidelines established for each product range. Basic, practical templates are 
available for the most commonly used printed pieces. Note that Adobe InDesign is 
required for all templates.

TEMPLATES
Layout templates for marketing material feature locked text and image 

boxes that make it easy to add images, headings, texts and color (see 

example below). Detailed instructions are included in the template 

dashboard. See 8 Shortcuts for a list of available templates.

Catalogue and brochure templates establish the format for the front 

and back covers and the first page. All other pages are arranged as 

described in this manual such as color, typography etc.

CHOICE OF PAPER
CEJN product folders, product catalogues, etc., are printed on silk-

coated paper that gives vibrant, realistic color to CEJN images. Non-

coated, high-quality paper is used for the company's general image 

brochures.

Template for product folder

Adjust the color of the stripe to the color  
of the product area.

Place your images in the light gray boxes.

Adjust the color of the dark gray box to the color 
of the product area.
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GRID
Grids are used to construct image collages in advertisements, folders 

and presentations. The purpose of the grid is to simplify image compo-

sition and create harmony in a page's design. 

The grid, which is adapted to A4 format, consists of a series of guiding 

lines that create a number of boxes. The boxes are at a distance of one 

millimeter from each other, meaning that all pictures will be the same 

distance apart. 

Image size and placement may vary in a number of ways, but each 

picture must take up at least two boxes in height and two boxes in 

width, forming a minimum four-box square. Creating variety in image 

size in both height and width will give visual interest.

Using the Grid in Other Formats 

When the image collage is used in a format other than A4, only a 

portion of the grid can be used and/or the grid can be scaled to fit the 

proportions of the desired format. Place the bottom line of the grid in 

line with the footer. If necessary, scale the grid to the proper format.  

 

Please Note 

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance.

1.  Place the bottom line of the grid in line  
 with the footer.

2.  Scale the grid to fit the proportions of the  
 desired format.

3.  This is the correct way to use the grid.  
 
PLEASE NOTE: Remove the grid before printing.
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High performance without
compromising the enviroment.

High performance without
compromising the enviroment.

!

!

CEJN – Innovative  

Quick  Connect Solutions 

for all Needs

Headline
Subline

Duis nonse ero commy nit, velismo dolorperate modit erat. Digna conse-

quisl dolobore et wissit prat. Landre con henim velit augait aliquatisit la 

feuis am vent lore faccummy nonse dolum dolore core velit iriliquis num 

doloreet wissim do consequis dolortisi.

Secte veliqui ssequis eriurero odipisl diatin utet aciliquip et praesto 

dolorem vel ullandignim in utpat, si esed del dolor sit lore tat wis esto 

consed mincin hendio enis duis am, qui blam nonsed erostie digna 

consequatue min utem et, summod molore faccumsan heniamet elit, 

sustionsed molor sit at dolor aut pratue dignisc iliquat erit ad modipit 

lutpati smolor at, quisi.

Avoid creating two columns in the image collage.Variety is preferable both in the width and the height  
of the images.

Example of an ad where the image collage is used in a format other than A4.  
Here, the grid has been scaled down, and some of the grid column is not in use. 

RIGHT AND WRONG GRID USAGE 
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ARTICLE TABLE

Page header: Product range color 100 %

Column heading: Frutiger – 67 Bold Condensed, 7/8, black

Line page header: 2 pt, white (paper)

Line heading: Frutiger – 67 Bold Condensed, 7/8,5, uppercase, black

Background color: Product range color 25 %

Row line: 0,5 pt, white (paper)

Informational text: Frutiger – 47 Light Condensed, 7/8,5, black

Column Heading Column Heading Column Heading

LINE HEADING Info Info Info

Info Info Info

Info Info Info

LINE HEADING Info Info Info

Info Info Info

Info Info Info

Info Info Info

FACT BOX

Page header: Product range color 100 %

Column heading: Frutiger – 67 Bold Condensed, 9 pt

Distance between color plates: same as a line with a thickness of 2 pt

Background color: Product range color 25 % (CEJN Blue 10 %)

Informational text: Frutiger – 67 Bold Condensed /47 Light Condensed, 7/9, black

Header

Info  .........................................................info info ............................................ info
Info  .........................................................info  info ............................................ info
Info .........................................................info info ............................................ info
info..........................................................info

TABLES AND FACT BOXES
Technical information for CEJN products is presented in tables and fact 

boxes that contain columns of information. The design of tables and 

boxes should make it easy for readers to quickly locate important data.       

Below are guidelines for creating tables and boxes. Adjustment can be 

made as long the information remains easy to locate and read. 
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- The coupling that will stand when the others fall

Product launch 2013

TLX Series

•	 The	Super-Duty	connector	with	extremely	high	resilience	to	surge	flows…

•	 The	Super-Duty	connector	that	handles	the	pressure	impulses…

•	 The	Super-Duty	connector	with	pure	and	simple	robustness…

…designated	for	the	toughest	construction	and	demolition	applications

NEW!

TLX is a flat-face twist lock coupling for the toughest applications in the construction and 

demolition segment. This super-duty quick connect coupling is designed to work with the 

highest surge flows and the toughest pressure impulses. TLX is made from high alloy steels 

with Zinc-Nickel surface treatment for a long life in the harshest conditions. The Series is  

available in sizes from ¾” to 1 ¼” to cover most applications.

www.cejn.com

Scan the code to visit 
our TLX site
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Press release

The layout for CEJN product leaflets has visual appeal and gives a 

consistent look to CEJN product information. Certain elements in the 

templates are locked, such as the page header and footer, to ensure 

they remain in the correct place. The page header and other colored 

fields follow the color scheme for the product range. The footer is 

always CEJN blue. 

Certain aspects of the layout may be adapted as necessary to accom-

modate images, etc. However, the structure and line setup of the 

template must be maintained to ensure a professional design.

SALES FLYERS
An ample amount of white space enables CEJN sales flyers to be 

adapted to product requirements. Below are examples that show 

different solutions for varying amounts of text and images. 

The page header of the sales flyer can either be used as a picture frame 

or contain the color of the product range and wireframe. The text can 

be placed in one or two columns. When needed, use the graphical 

objects located in the template pasteboard to complement the layouts 

or see further instructions on the pasteboard.

Please Note

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance.

Product Leaflets

Sales flyer – example for working with the layout
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CEJN

The Global Quick Connect Specialist
– High Quality Quick Connect Components for All Media

www.cejn.com

– No more need to choose 
between performance and 
safety!

PN
EUM

ATICS

Layouts for various CEJN folders and catalogues contain common ele-

ments that give them a consistent appearance. The CEJN logo always 

appears on the upper-left corner of the front page. The blue footer 

plate containing the Web address is always placed at the right bottom 

of the page. Wireframes and color schemes are coordinated with the 

subject product range. All catalogues and folders also feature a stripe 

in the upper-left corner that indicates the respective product range. 

All spreads in CEJN marketing material feature the CEJN blue footer 

with pagination on the outer edge. 

The front page of all product folders and presentations contain a box 

with images, which may be cropped as long as they remain with the 

parameters of the box.

Folders and Catalogues

Collection catalog Product folder
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Meeting the needs 
of professional 
working environments
– Efficiency, ease of use and durability.

CEJN is renowned worldwide for its quick-connect solutions. Within the pneumatic segment, we 
are probably best known for our high flow – low pressure drop products. Regardless of segment 
– pneumatics, hydraulics, fluids or breathing air – all our products are based on functional design 
and extensive testing based on genuine usability conditions, ensuring exacting standards, long 
service life and low maintenance costs.

With experience from different segments and a wide range of applications and their individual 
demands, we know what is needed in each case – from reliable equipment that helps improve 
efficiency to products that improve energy savings. 

Our corner stones – functional, reality based design and thorough testing – are used for develop-
ing CEJN hose and cable reels to match the demanding requirements of a modern workplace. 

The distinct blue color and the hexagon shape sends a clear quality signal of high flow rate, low 
pressure drop and a sturdy construction. Designed and produced in Sweden, CEJN Hose and 
cable reels are the high quality choice for industries and workshops that want the best profes-
sional option on the market.                  

For professional use in 
industrial environments.

CEJN reels for pneumatic hoses, water hoses and electric cables, available in a variety of sizes.

CEJN reserves the right to make product changes without further notification. Visit www.cejn.com for the latest information and up to date pdf-files.
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THE NEW 
GENERATION 
FROM CEJN

Professional, high quality and innovative Products has been produced by us at CEJN 
since our first patented top of the line coupling was released in 1955. CEJN is an independent global 
niche company that have made expansions worldwide and we are proud that we have been able 
to maintain our roots in the heart of Sweden. We are committed to keep up our high standards of 
responsibility towards our customers, employees and the environment. “Made in Sweden” is for us 
a seal of high industrial quality. Add “by CEJN” and you get the assurance of quality and superior 
performance.

esafe - the neW generation couPling
With close to 60 years in business developing, manufacturing and selling products for all types of me-
dia to every corner of the world we know what we are doing. When we set the ambition to produce 
the new generation coupling that is just what we do. LEAN is our business philosophy and with project 
eSafe we had one goal in mind – eliminate waste for our customers. The patented eSafe coupling has 
been given the best features on the market with safety function as standard. The new ground breaking 
coupling gives you an efficient, ergonomic and energy saving product – a new CEJN generation of 
premium coupling for premium performance.

With close to 60 years in 
business CEJN can be found 
in every corner of the world 
and we’re proud to say we’re 
still “made in Sweden”.

EsAFE  - Your business is our business 04 

MAdE IN sWEdEN  - In cooperation with you 06   

APPLICATIONs  - A multitude of applications  08 

HIGH FLOW ANd LOW PREssuRE dROP  10   

PROduCT INFORMATION 12 

 

Content

There are two types of layouts for the opening spread (pages 2–3)  

of CEJN product folders, catalogues, and presentations. One features a 

photo stripe, introduction text and table of contents. The second type 

of layout features a photo collage  and a table of contents on page 3. 

For smaller productions, when table of contents is not necessary, its is 

replaced with an introducton text.

Please Note

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance.
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We present to you eSafe – a innovative and patented pneumatic 
safety coupling offering the highest flow combined with a low 
pressure drop. eSafe gives you an efficient, ergonomic and energy 
saving product – a new CEJN generation of premium coupling for 
premium performance. Can you afford not to change?

For Premium Performance

www.cejn.com

TM

CEJN AUSTRALIA      Phone (02) 98 38 0225     sales@cejn.com.au

Advertisements
CEJN uses three different types of advertisements to communicate 

with various target groups about our markets: 

Image Advertisements 

The purpose of image advertisements is to strengthen the CEJN brand. 

These ads focus on CEJN’s core values and strong customer advantages.  

Job Advertisements 

Job advertisements are used for personnel recruitment. 

Product and Campaign Advertisements 

Product and campaign advertisements are used to launch new 

products and/or promote campaigns. The purpose of these ads is to 

market the advantages of our products and the benefits they offer to 

customers.

Product or campaign advertisement

Image advertisement

Vacancy advertisement
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These ads are easily created by using layout templates. Because 

newspapers vary in format, the templates may need to be adjusted 

to specific dimensions. Always use a CEJN template for ad creation 

whenever possible. If the newspaper format does not allow use of a 

template, please use the guidelines on this page when designing a 

CEJN advertisement.

Please Note

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance.

GUIDELINES WHEN USE OF AN AD TEMPLATE IS NOT POSSIBLE 

The CEJN logo must be placed in the upper left corner. Use the free zone for placement.

The blue footer must be placed along the lower edge and contain the Web address and contact information. 

A photo collage should be included as a graphic element. Using a grid for formatting, include a variety of photos 

that reinforce the ad’s message. White text against a blue background can be included in the photo collage. 

The text must be black against a white background. Remember to line up the margins of the text with the logo or 

with other elements. Font: Frutiger for both headings and other text. Text is always left-aligned. 

A wireframe leading out from behind the text should be utilized as a graphic element.

A black line with a thickness of 0.5 pt must surround the outer dimensions of the ad. 
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• Highest flow on the market

• Compact design

• Extreme durability

• Vented safety function

• Easy handling
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Posters / Roll-ups
CEJN marketing campaigns often include posters and roll-ups for  

exhibitions, showrooms, and reseller shops. CEJN posters and roll-ups 

should always include: the CEJN logo in the upper left corner, the blue 

footer, and a box with three images/collage.

The poster template can be used for the 70 × 100 format (produced 

in ratio 1:4), as well as for the 50 × 70 format. The size for the Roll-up 

is 850 x2020. Note that that different printshops may need different 

hight depending on the roll-up construction. 

Please Note

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance.

Example of posters Example of roll-up
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HOW TO WORK
CEJN letter and fax Word templates have fixed footers and headers 

where each company can insert their current contact data. Use the text 

formats of the templates with Arial font only (special character sets for 

Cyrillic, etc., are permitted). 

Some office materials, such as business cards and note pads are avail-

able from CEJN’s internal Webshop and, therefore, do not need to be 

created. 

PROFILE
Layouts for business cards, contact cards, notepads, and PowerPoint 

presentations feature the CEJN blue header and gray wireframe, which 

give them a consistent appearance. In order to minimize color con-

sumption and the environmental impact of printing, letters and faxes 

are not printed in color.

General Layout
“Office materials” is a collective term for CEJN printed materials that are used on a 
day-to-day basis. Since they are used both internally and externally, office materials 
have a strong impact on our face to the world. This is why it is important that our 
graphic profile is consistent in all of our materials. 
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CEJN AB  Hasslumsvägen 33, P.O. Box 245, SE-541 25 Skövde, Sweden

The CEJN logo is placed on the upper-left corner of letters and faxes, 

and company information is listed at the bottom. 

Details for each company, such as the address field, can be adjusted on 

letter and fax templates in order to be consistent with local standards. 

The ISO logotype for CEJN (Sweden) may be removed or replaced with 

the ISO logotype for the subject company. 

Envelopes and Labels
The CEJN logo is located on the front, upper-left corner of envelopes. 

The flap on back of each envelop contains the CEJN address in CEJN’s 

blue profile color.  

Envelopes in C4, C5, and E65 formats and can be ordered at:  

www.cejnshop.com

Business and Contact 
Cards
CEJN business and contact cards are ordered through:  

www.cejnshop.com

Letters and Faxes

Fax and letter

Logo and Font Size on Envelopes

Format Logo Width Text

C4 30 mm (1.2 in) Frutiger (Bold + Light), 8 pt, PMS 281

C5 25 mm (1 in) Frutiger (Bold + Light), 7 pt, PMS 281

E65 30 mm (1.2 in) Frutiger (Bold + Light), 8 pt, PMS 281

CEJN AB = 65 Bold  |  Address = 45 Light

Label

Envelope

Example of business and contact cards
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Example of notepad in format A4 and US Letter 

Notepads
CEJN notepad templates are available at:  

www.cejn.com/profile

Please Note

For a list of available templates see 8.1 Shortcuts.  

Contact marcom@cejn.com if you need any assistance. 

PowerPoint
PowerPoint is probably the most frequent used presentation software 

program in the world, but also the most misused. When planning a 

presentation, be sure to follow CEJN guidelines to produce distinct 

slides that will complement your verbal presentation. 

PowerPoint templates are available at:  

www.cejn.com/profile 

Contact the Marketing department if you need any assistance.
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All digital signature used in mail should have a uniform appearance. 

Arial, CEJN’s office font, is used for digital signatures as well. 

The signature consists of a segmentation line, the CEJN logo, and 

contact information. It is important to provide contact information in 

accordance with CEJN specifications in the following order: name and 

title, personal contact information, and contact information for the 

company. 

Follow the instructions below when creating your signature.

Digital Signature (e-mail)

CEJN Logo: PNG, 23 × 15 mm

Name: Arial – Bold Italic, 16 pt

Title: Arial – Bold, all caps, 10 pt

Contact info: Arial – Bold / Regular, 10 pt

Addendum: If complete disclaimer information will be added, format 

the text as given below using Arial – Italic, 8 pt

Marcus Allerbjer
MANAGING DIRECTOR  

Phone Direct +46 (0)500-47 75 24
Cell Phone +46 (0)708-47 75 24
E-mail marcus.allerbjer@cejn.com 

CEJN AB
Rattvägen 1, P.O. Box 245, SE-541 25 Skövde, Sweden
Phone +46 (0)500-47 75 00 Fax +46 (0)500-48 07 16
www.cejn.com 

Please consider your environmental responsibility. Before printing this e-mail ask yourself: "Do I need a hard copy?"

The information contained in or attached to this e-mail is confidential and shall not be disclosed to any third party. It is intended only for the ad-
dressees named above. If you have received this e-mail in error, kindly notify us immediately by telephone or e-mail and delete the message and 
any copies of it from your system. E-mail is susceptible to data corruption, interception, unauthorized amendment, tampering and viruses, and we 
only send and receive e-mails on the basis that we are not liable for any such actions or any consequences thereof.
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Our Web presence needs to reflect the CEJN brand and serve as an easily 

accessible channel of communication that reaches out to all our markets. 

It is where we introduce CEJN, launch new products, and provide practi-

cal information in the form of manuals and product catalogues. 

The CEJN Website performs as an important administrative tool that 

enables us to update pages, exchange images, post new items, etc.,  

in a matter of minutes. 

Each market has the opportunity to create its own targeted version of 

cejn.com and is encouraged to do so. CEJN Web editors receive ongo-

ing training and are encouraged to contact the Web designer in the 

CEJN Marketing Communications Department for support whenever 

it is needed.

Website
The CEJN Website and our digital presentations represent an ever-growing segment 
of our company's identity. Therefore, digital text and images need to have the same 
high quality as printed materials.

Important Considerations 
When Working with Our 
Web Presence

• Use images from our image  
 bank whenever possible

• Purchased images must be   
 high quality

• Never “borrow” images   
 from other Websites

• Insert unformatted body   
 text and use bold type for   
 headings

• Do not perform any extra   
 text formatting

• Carefully proofread all text  
 before publication, even if   
 only minor modifications   
 are made

The www.cejn.com startpage
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Banners
Digital advertisements are known as “banners.” In order to maintain 

optimum quality, please observe the following guidelines for creating 

CEJN banners. 

MAXIMUM SIZE
Always confer with the advertising representative for the banner's 

destination Website regarding the maximum banner size. A great deal 

of variation exists among sites. Banner resolution is always 72 dpi and 

in file format JPG (see Graphic Design > Logotype > JPG format 1.2.4) 

and color format RGB (see Graphic Design > Colors > RGB 1.4.1). 

APPEARANCE 
CEJN banners must have an uncluttered, professional design that 

promotes CEJN’s modern, high-tech image. Be sure to observe the 

following rules:

• The logo should be 60 pixels wide

• Place the logo on a white background

• Use a thin frame (60% black) around the banner

• Include the CEJN Web address

• Use some of the following font variations:  

 Frutiger Light, Light Italic, Bold and Bold Condensed

Download logo and images at:  

http://fotoweb.cejn.com
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1. When possible the CEJN logo should 

be used with outline. (See page 1.2.1).

Product Branding
One CEJN face to the world does not just mean common graphic- and web design 
but also how CEJN appears on products and accessories. The products themselves 
are a valuable carrier of the CEJN brand and CEJN values and at the same time they 
solve a problem for the customer. Therefore it is very important to find a common 
overbridging platform for the product marking in general within CEJN. Respecting 
the complexity in the construction and manufacturing process we here take one 
first step toward a more complete product marking concept.

LOGO ELEMENTS
• CEJN name in white 

• Registered ® mark

• Blue background plate

• White frame around blue plate

Basic elements when punching:

CEJN (company name)  

Article number  

Date (code of date)

...and if possible: Country  

Every new product should follow these guide lines for product marking.

3. When it is not possible to use the logotype. The company 

name CEJN should be written in capitals, if neither Frutiger 

or Arial is eligible, use similar font. (read more about CEJN 

Typography under “Office Font” page 1.3.1).  

  

2. If logotype outline is not possible the CEJN 

symbol should be used.
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CEJN Blue for printing
PMS: Pantone 281 C

CMYK: 100 / 72 / 0 / 38

THE CEJN LOGO AND BLUE CEJN COLOR - OUR TRADEMARK 

The strategy for our product packaging differs a bit from other 

channels, where we tend to keep areas more clean and white 

complemented by our blue logo, blue stripe and other elements. 

When it comes to packaging it is important to make a visual impact 

in order to signal CEJN and build our brand. Therefore we use the 

packaging area to  highlight our blue CEJN logo as the number one 

element and the CEJN blue profile colour to strengthen our visual 

message. This helps us to stand out among other packaging on 

the shelf or when deliveing to an OEM customer. Customers will 

immediately recognise the company by the blue colour. 

The web address www.cejn.com on packaging is also an important 

communication element in guiding customers into our most important 

tool, our website. 

 
BLUE MUST ALWAYS BE CEJN BLUE! 

It is crucial to ensure accuracy when printing our blue colour as both 

PMS ( single-colour printing) and CMYK ( 4-colour printing) are 

used. The process for ensuring accurate reproduction of the reflex 

blue colour can be tricky and needs to be closely supervised by CEJN 

marketing experts. Proofing (physical) is of the utmost importance, as 

the CEJN blue should and must always be the proper CEJN blue!

When printing packaging always consult the CEJN marketing 

department for printing information. An up-to-date physical colour 

sample should also be obtained by the project leader/print shop to 

guarantee the desired results.

For consulting or colour proof, contact: marcom@cejn.com. 

 

CEJN Packaging
The visual purpose of CEJN packaging is to build our image and brand, and it is important to 
deliver a coherent message with our packaging range. Even though our packaging may vary 
from plain blue boxes to more complex printing with colour photos or 3D printing, it is still 
necessary to apply some basic guidelines to ensure it is always recognized as CEJN packaging. 

The above blue colour example is not a reference 
for printing. In order to guarantee the CEJN blue, 
every print shop needs a physical colour proof 
delivered from CEJN AB.

The CEJN website uses white as a base to create 
a clean canvas upon which the blue logo, blue  
pay-off and elements are  highlighted. 
On packaging the blue colour is used as the base 
for the logo, white  pay-off and web address. 
Together they create a pure whole adapted for 
respective communication channels.
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TLX Stor låda 
Art nummer: 09 000 2043

PDF av tryckorginal Stansritning med måttangivelser

Product info label

09 000 2043

www.cejn.com

www.cejn.com

www.cejn.com

www.cejn.comwww.cejn.com

Example of size ratio – logo and web address. 
Depending on box size this ratio may be altered 
with a view to readability.

GRAPHIC ELEMENTS AND THEIR HIERARCHY: 

CEJN packaging must always contain the CEJN logo in the upper left 

corner and the CEJN web address in the lower right corner. If space 

permits, our tagline "The Quick Connect Solution Provider" should ap-

pear to the right of the logo. If there is not enough space to the right, 

there is also a second alternative, where the tagline appears below the 

logo. The tagline clarifies that CEJN is a solution provider in the field of 

quick connect couplings. The relationship between the CEJN logo 

and tagline must never be altered. 

 

This is the hierarchy of the graphic elements:

1. The blue CEJN logo 

2. The blue colour 

3. The web address  

4.  The tagline: The Quick Connect Solution Provider 

5. Illustration, 3D image or photograph of the product 

6. Additional informative illustrations or images

LOGO AND WEB ADDRESS PLACEMENT  

The logo usually appears with a footer plate in our profile shade  

of blue. When a footer plate is used along with the logo, the web 

address is added in white on the right side of the footer plate. 

It is important to take into account the size ratio between the logo and 

the web address and to ensure that they correspond with one another. 

As a rule, the web address and logo should always be the same width. 

The exception to this rule is on packaging, where a larger web address 

is often required to be visible.

PACKAGING TO SUIT TARGET GROUP AND COST 
 

PLAIN BLUE BOX 

The plain blue option is normally used when cost is a more sensitive 

issue and single-colour printing is the most economical choice. Plain 

blue is also an option when the packaging needs to work for different 

kinds of products. The last reason for choosing a plain blue is because 

the target group only expects a plain box with the CEJN logo, for 

example, OEM customers. Having a simple blue box signals the brand 

without looking too expensive.  

 

BLUE BOX WITH WIREFRAME 

This version is used when packaging price is an issue but it is still 

important to communicate the product inside.  

 

FOUR-COLOUR  PRINTING WITH PHOTOS OR 3D IMAGES 

Four-colour printing is used when economy allows and when it is 

important to build the brand or make a visual impact: such as when 

packaging is being displayed by distributors or retail shops. In such 

instances the packaging has a selling function, and needs to attract 

and inform the customer from the store shelf. Sometimes four-colour 

printing may also be used to give added value to more exclusive 

products.

 

 

 

Examples of different packaging, from more 
cost-effective blue boxes to four-colour printing.
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CEJN Exhibitions
It is important to have a common face in our global marketing, to be "One CEJN". This is 
especially important at exhibitions where international visitors meet our local sales offices. 
There should be no hesitation that it is a CEJN booth in front of them. Visitors remember 
other exhibitions and fairs they visited across the world where CEJN participated and the 
booth, even if it was smaller, had the same graphical elements. By planning the booth in 
good time before the fair and by working with the layout together with the Marketing 
Communication Department, we'll be able to achieve just that.

3D proposal from booth builder.

From 3D proposal to finished booth.  

Always work with thought through drafts together with your booth builder in order to realize your vision!
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Fit your budget
Exhibiting is about having great ambitions, not huge budgets! Most of you probably think that the budget 

limits the "wow-factor". But it's not true, so keep having grand designs for what your booth should look 

like. Let the Marketing Team be part of the process and together we'll maximize your appearance and still 

we'll all look the same. We offer our expertise, graphical guidelines and examples on three types of booth 

designs to fit your budget. Then it is up to you if you should hire a booth builder, the exhibition or just work 

with roll-ups and other aids - the important this is that we'll still be "One CEJN".  

"The stand needs to make 
an impression, as you only 

have a few seconds to 
attract passers by"  

 
Tom Treverton of the  

Events Industry Alliance (EIA).

BOOTH DESIGN 

As long as you contact us in good time before the fair, we are more 

than happy to work with you or your selected booth builder and pro-

vide any support and information needed to finalize your booth layout. 

It is what we are here for so let's do it together! We not only have to 

work with what we have, we can custom make roll-ups, posters, flags 

etc. for your fair, as long as we have time on our hands. Think about it, 

if the stand looks like we've thrown it together at the last minute, what 

does that say about CEJN and how we handle our customers? We 

need to look innovative, high-tech and professional! 

 
LOW BUDGET 
Small can be beautiful too! With a limited budget and a standard small 
cube booth it is sometimes hard to be creative, but much can be done 
with small means. We offer a large range of roll-ups and posters and 
with a rented bar, TV-screen and two-three of our podiums we can still 
create a very inspiring and high quality booth. 

Important when working with small spaces is to keep it airy, work 
with white and use demo podiums and/or roll-ups/posters to draw 
attention. "Dead products" in an enclosed glass cabinet is a major 
drawback.

WHEN PLANNING A FAIR 
THINK OF: 
 
- That perfect lightning can make any doll   
  wall dramatic!

- Complementing your brochure stand 
with iPads, CEJN is high-tech!

- Using the walls for posters, roll-ups, 

- Working with open spaces, don't try to 
cramp to much into your space!

- Using things that move, TV-screens 
showing animations, our corporate 
movie. 

- Planning where to place product/demo 
podiums for maximum impact.

- The possibility to build on the height 
or use the truss to mount signs or 
suspended signs to be seen from a 
distance. 

Example of low budget booth

3X3 meters
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MEDIUM BUDGET  
For medium budget exhibitions we've seen good results among sales companies when working with photo 
walls on existing exhibition walls or if you invest in modular stands. It gives a high quality impression and 
together we'll custom make the photowall with images that will fit the specific fair. Contact us and we'll 
help guide you.

The downside of exhibition walls is that the wall will be torn down after the fair, but since it is a relatively 
cheap option many uses it. By investing in a reusable modular stand (kind of like lego units) you're not just 
environmentally-friendly, you're planning ahead! What to display on the wall you'll decided from time to 
time. Complement the booth with a bar, table and a couple of chairs, brochure stands, TV-screen, iPad 
stands and our product podiums and the booth will certainly draw attention.

HIGH BUDGET - LEAVE A FOOTPRINT

It's the event of the year and you want to 

make sure to leave a mark. Work with us and 

together we'll create something similar to 

what we did for Hannover in 2013. By work-

ing with the word flow we managed to cre-

ate a stimulating atmosphere to complement 

the launch of the CEJN corporate movie. The 

booth offered a pantry, conference room 

and a big open space with a bar, a couple of 

tables, broschure stands, TV-screen, several 

iPad stands and our special made podiums. 

Example of high budget booth

Example of ways to alter the image 
area on background wall with 
product area focus.

1. Hydraulics with application 
image and 3D renderings of 
products.

2. Pneumatic application and 
artistic images.

These can also be altered to give a 
whole CEJN range impression.

Example of medium budget booth

6X5 meters

9X7  meters
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CEJN DEMO & PRODUCT PODIUMS - TO SHOW OFF OUR PRODUCTS 

We offer 12 demo and product podiums that together cover CEJN's 

entire product range. These are real eye catchers if given enough 

space, but beware: if the booth is too cluttered the stand will just blend 

in with the rest. Before you decide what podiums to rent, check your 

booth layout and consult with us at the Marketing Communication 

Department. This, to make sure all podiums are given their space so 

you don't have to pay for unnecessary shipping when you realize all 

podiums will not fit. 

 

DON'T FORGET:
- That a light and airy space is far more inviting. It makes visitors feel more comfortable 
about stepping onto your stand and having a look around. Sometimes less really does 
mean more. Don’t be tempted to cram too much into your stand and overload it with 
products, furniture and graphics. 

- To reflect on your stand design, the older your stand, the less innovative you will appear 
to potential and current customers. Don't use glass cabinets to close in our products, 
rent a product or demo podium to draw attention. Bypasses notice things that move and 
like things they can touch and feel. The LED-lights and acrylic glass plate on our product 
podium highlights our products perfectly and reflects a high-tech company. 

- Always take into account brand awareness when designing your stand. Foreign visitors 
will recognize CEJN if we all look the same! 
 
- Never assume visitors know who we are. Any graphics must be visually clear and 
precise. If you don't have one, rent a TV-screen and display our CEJN corporate movie 
and/or different animations.
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Booth example
These pictures are taken at the Hannover fair 2013 and are good examples of a CEJN booth. 
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The stripe consists of the CEJN logo and web-adress, www.cejn.com and should align at the bottom.  

The logo should be 88 mm x 55 mm and the total length is 285 mm. Note that the text’s position 

should always be to the right of the logo whatever side of the car. 

 

Depending on the vehicle color, different variants are used:

• Light color car (white / silver etc.): Blue CEJN logo and web-address in black

• Dark color car (blue / black, etc.): Blue CEJN logo and web-address in white

Company Cars
There is no doubt that CEJN is regarded as a strong brand. Through consistent and 
accurate application of our graphic identity in all communications with our custo-
mers, partners, suppliers and employees, we will achieve even higher degree of 
recognition which reinforces the brand further.

This manual describes the guidelines for the graphic profile of our various vehicles. 
CEJN vehicles that roll our roads daily are fantastic advertisers. The different types 
of stripings are SMALL, LARGE and SPECIAL. 

Production of all graphic materials for company cars will be done in collaboration 
with CAB Marketing department responsible for CEJN Corporate Identity.

The stripe

width 85 mm

total length 285 mm
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A

B

C

This is a subtile version of the company stripe and is used on company cars and cars used by our salesmen 

since these cars also run private.  

 

The CEJN logo and web-address, www.cejn.com, are placed below the rear window. Depending on the 

vehicle model the placement might have to be a bit adjusted. 

PLACEMENT

A - The left edge of the logo should align with the sidebar to the back of the side window.

B - The upper edge of the logo should be located 4.5 cm from the sidebar at the bottom of the side window.

C - The bottom of the “CEJN” logo should align with the bottom of the letters in the web address and will be 

placed 10 cm from the sidebar at the bottom of the side window.  

 

NOTE! The placement might have to be adjusted to look good depending on car model.  

Never place the logo over the lid for the gasoline tank!

Small
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Special

For pool cars, the CEJN logo is used along with the web address, www.cejn.com, and a wire element.  

This version can also be used by salesmen who want a stronger image on their car.

The CEJN wire element should be positioned over the front and rear with a twist angle of 25 °. Given all the 

variations of the vehicle, some adjustments of the wire element is needed. It should be placed onto to the 

front door edge. It is not possible to determine the exact size of the different parts. They must be adap-

ted to each car model. The picture below gives a good idea of   the proper size and location relative to the 

vehicle’s size. CAB Marketing will help you make a vectorized layout tailored to each vehicle.

The logo and web address, www.cejn.com, should be placed on the lower part of the back door. Note that 

the text’s position should always be to the right of the logo whatever side of the car.

Some CEJN companies use special cars for different types of transportations. Depending on the type of  

vehicle and what it will be used for, the stripe will have to be customised. CAB Marketing will help you 

make a vectorized layout tailored to each vehicle.

Large
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Layout Templates for Marketing Material 

Template Filename Source Software Page Reference

Product folder, A4:

 with photo collage spread

 with table of content spread

 

TE_productfolder_A4_collage

TE_productfolder_A4_table

 

www.cejn.com/profile

 

Adobe InDesign

 

2.3.1 – 2.3.2

Product folder, US Letter:  

 with photo collage spread

 with table of content spread

 

TE_productfolder_USL_collage

TE_productfolder_USL_table

www.cejn.com/profile

 

Adobe InDesign

 

2.3.1 – 2.3.2

Sales flyer:

 A4

 US Letter

TE_salesflyer_A4

TE_salesflyer_USL

www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 2.2.1

Job advertisement TE_ad_job www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 2.4.1 – 2.4.2

Image/product advertisement: 

 full page

 half page

 quarter page

TE_ad_full

TE_ad_half

TE_ad_quarter

www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 2.4.1 – 2.4.2

Poster TE_poster www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 2.5.1

Grid TE_grid www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 2.1.2 – 2.1.3

Layout Templates for Office Material 

Template Filename Source Software Page Reference

Letter TE_letter www.cejn.com/profile Microsoft Office 3.2.1

Fax TE_fax www.cejn.com/profile Microsoft Office 3.2.1

Envelope: C4 / C5 / E65 – www.cejnshop.com – 3.3.1

Label TE_label www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDesign 3.3.1

Business card – www.cejnshop.com – 3.4.1

Contact card – www.cejnshop.com – 3.4.1

Notepad:

 A4

 US Letter

TE_notepad_A4

TE_notepad_USL

www.cejn.com/profile Adobe InDeisgn 3.5.1

PowerPoint TE_powerpoint www.cejn.com/profile Microsoft Office 3.7.1

MARKETING MATERIAL
For more information about marketing material templates see:  

General Layout 2.1.1

OFFICE MATERIAL 
For more information about office material templates see: 

General Layout 3.1.1.

List of Templates
Below you'll find a list of all available templates. If your market does not have  
Adobe InDesign or the necessary skills required for the marketing material  
templates, do not hesitate to contact the Marketing Communication Department  
at marcom@cejn.com for support.
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